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WHO WE ARE and WHAT WE DID 
 

Heal the Streets, a program of the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights, trains Oakland youth 

to become community leaders and violence prevention advocates. Our society too often 

views youth as a problem needing to be fixed. We believe that youth hold the key to the 

solutions for the problems that impact their lives. Heal the Streets centers around a Youth 

Participatory Action Research project that allows young people to learn together and then 

act together on issues that greatly impact their lives.  We use Theater of the Oppressed as an 

interactive research collection method that also gives young people the opportunity to heal 

from trauma and experience how the world could be different. 

 
 

THE FELLOWS 
 

Askari York came to the Ella Baker Center as a Heal the Streets Fellow in 

2011. Askari's passion for Social Justice is relentless, and he possesses a 

strong will for change in the city of Oakland. He played the lead role 

(Malcolm) in the Heal the Streets fellow's Forum Theatre skit in 2012. Since 

joining the fellowship, Askari has participated in a number of protests and 

actions throughout the Bay Area, and has had the opportunity to present 

our work at multiple Conferences.  

 

 

 

Ayana Best will be attending UC Riverside in the Fall. She recently 

graduated from San Leandro High School, and completed her Senior 

project on racial/ economic issues within the African American 

Community. She played “Kiki” in the HTS Forum Theater skit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Damon Survine is 17 years old and just graduated from Envision Academy. 

He says “Heal the Streets is important to me because we are able to make 

a change in the community. This is my second year as a fellow. I am also 

passionate about basketball.” 

 

 

 

 

 

David Santos is 15 years old and studies at King Collegiate. He says,“I have 

been involved in leadership programs since the sixth grade and I was 

student body president of my eighth grade class.  Heal the Streets is 

important because not many students have been involved in leadership. 

 As fellows, we are given the chance to become leaders.  In addition, I have 

also help start the interact club at my school where we help the 

community by volunteering at different organizations.” 

 

 

Dion Campbell recently graduated from Met West High and will be 

attending UC Davis in the Fall. She has been with Heal the Streets for two 

years, and took the lead on developing last years action; doing a workshop 

with Oakland Police Officers and youth. This year she was both an intern 

and a fellow with the program. 
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Ernestina Garcia is 18 years old and just graduated from Oakland 

International High School. She says, “I am passionate about art and 

Blacksmithing- creating art with glass flames.  Heal the Streets is important 

to me because I am interested in showing people that violence is not the 

right path.” 
 

 

 

 

 

Jessica Cruz is 17 years old and studies at the Street Academy. She says, “I 

feel like healing the streets is important because we can make the 

community better.  To Heal the Streets means to have happiness and 

world peace.” Something interesting about her is the fact that she can 

touch her nose with her tongue.  

 

 

 

 

 

Khalil Bunch is 16 years old and studies at Oakland High. He says, 

“Something unique about me is my self-confidence. I also think that my 

artistic personality is unique. Heal the Streets is important to me because I 

know that I will be able to bring good into this community. I will be able to 

use my strength to help empower the people around me.” 

 

 

 

 

 
Mahal Caraher is 15 years old and studies at Skyline High School. He 

says,“Something unique about me is the meaning of my name.  It means 

Love. Heal the Streets is important to me because it has given me the 

opportunity to help my community.” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Myeisha Williams is 18 years old and studies at Merritt College. She 

says,“my exuberant and outgoing personality makes me unique.  I enjoy 

making people smile.  I am passionate about seeing a change come about 

in my community and being the driving force behind that change.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nubia Bowe is 17 years old and studies at Laney. She says, “I have many 

talents, which include singing, dancing, drawing, painting and leading. I 

was born in West Oakland and have lived here for the majority of my life. 

Violence has been a constant issue that I, as well as the people around me 

have faced. The reason I joined Heal The Streets is to focus my time and 

energy on to something positive and productive.” 

 

  
 
 
Raynita Lewis joined Heal the Streets in 2011 with a willingness to learn and 

push herself outside of her comfort zone. She’ll be attending college in 

Atlanta in the fall, and has much love and respect for the city of Oakland. 
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Sandip Subba is 19 years old and just graduated Oakland International High 

School. He says, “When living in Nepal, I had a really hard tiM because I was 

a refugee. As months and days passed, I finally got a chance to come to the 

United States. I felt lucky to be here. Heal the Streets is important to me 

because I am learning more about leadership. It is also important to me 

because I am able to make mistakes here, and learn from them. 

 

 
 
Sharchana Mapchan is 17 years old and just graduated Oakland International 

High School. She says, “I speak three languages.  Heal the Streets is 

important to me because I want to make a difference in my community, 

while also learning about myself.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stareisha Craig is 17 years old, and just graduated from the Street Academy. 

She says,“I'm not someone who only thinks about him or herself.  But, in my 

community, I didn’t see a lot of people like this until I joined Heal the Streets. 

 Heal the Streets is important to me because there are people who actually 

care about each other and about changing what needs to be fixed in our 

community.” 

 

 

 

Tele’jon Quinn is 17 years old just graduated Metwest High School. He says, 

“I am an activist and a spoken word artist.  I dedicate my time to using 

creative talents to raise consciousness in my community.  I also educate 

myself on societal issues through the Heal the Streets program, Bay-Peace, 

and Youth speaks. This is my second year as a Heal the Streets fellow.”  

 

 
 
 

FACILITATORS 

 
Joshua Bloom is Project Director of the Heal the Streets Program. He has 

a vision of inspiring young people to become soldiers in the face of 

inequality by coaching them to love, be critical, and to never become 

adjusted to injustice. Joshua is also a hip-hop artist, and believes that 

music is essential to understanding and uplifting our people. 

 

 
Levana Saxon is an organizer and educator with Practicing Freedom, using 

participatory action research, popular education, theater and creative 

action to generate collaborative community-led change. This is year 3
rd

 

year supporting curriculum development and facilitation of the Heal the 

Streets program. Working with EBC and Heal the Streets has been 

unforgettable, and an uplifting source of hope, laughter and learning.  
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GOALS  
This year, we set out to learn what the root causes of violence were in our community and 

what people could do to address them. Our long-term goal is to heal the streets.   

 

QUESTIONS 
Our primary research questions were: 

 How does the worship of money contribute to violence among young people in 

Oakland? 

 How does stereotyping and “hating” contribute to violence? 

 What can we do to prevent and interrupt violence? 

 

SAMPLE & METHODS 

We used Forum Theater from Theater of 

the Oppressed as our primary research 

method, inspired by the work of 

Augusto Boal, Paulo Freire and Jana 

Sanskriti. We collected qualitative data 

through tracking Forum Theater 

interventions and the dialogues they 

inspired at 4 performance workshops, 

primarily attended by our peers; other 

young people from Oakland. We 

tracked a total of 41 different attempted 

interventions. 

In addition to Forum Theater, we 

collected surveys from each participant 

in our Performance Workshops that 

supplemented our data. We collected 

76 Surveys. 

 
 
 
 
OUR PROCESS  
 
Our general research steps, were are all done collaboratively. They included: 

BUILDING THE SOIL 

1. Teambuilding   

2. Research orientation  

PERSONAL REFLECTION AND CONNECTING WITH THE EXPERIENCES OF OTHERS 

3. Choosing an Issue  

GENERATING CRITICAL QUESTIONS 

4. Generating a research question  

5. Deciding our sample  

6. Developing our Forum Theater piece  

7. Deciding our secondary research methods and designing them  

SEEKING NEW UNDERSTANDING 

8. Gathering Data: Performing the forum theater piece and tracking the audience (spect-

actor) interventions and using our secondary methods (surveys or interviews)  

9. Organizing the data  

Forum Theater is short play about real 
situations and issues faced by the 
actors. After the first performance, the 
play is repeated with one crucial 
difference: the spectators become 
“spect-actors” and can at any point 
yell “freeze” and replace an actor to 
attempt to transform the issue in the 
play. The other actors continue their 
roles so the play itself becomes a 
laboratory to experiment with 
different possible solutions to the 
problems presented. After each 
intervention, the audience is asked 
questions and often a lively dialogue 
ensues, creating conditions for focus 
group-like data collection. 
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ANALYZING THE INFORMATION 

10. Analyzing the data  

11. Writing the report  

 

TAKING INFORMED ACTION 

 

12. Taking action based on our findings and recommendations  

 

REFLECTING IT BACK TO WHAT WE KNOW 

 

13. Evaluation, reflection and celebration 

 

 

 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

FINDING #1  

If youth didn’t always feel the need to hate on each other, they wouldn’t feel the 
need to have enough money to buy expensive clothes and look their best which in 
some cases can lead them to do violent things to get that money. 
 
SUPPORTING DATA 

 When asked what makes someone jealous of others, 90.9% responded, it’s when a 

person has something that someone does not. 80.3% answered, it’s when a person has 

more money than someone. 

 
 “We live in a society based on competition, we are taught to be jealous, to be 

individualistic, we don’t know how to work as a community and be happy together.” – 

anonymous performance workshop participant 
 

 “Low self esteem causes jealousy and envy..”- anonymous performance workshop 
participant 

 

 When asked in what setting do you witness Sexism, Racism, and/or Classism, 84.7% of 

the responses chose public vs 69.4% of the responses were at school. People are 

harassed for being a different class, race or sex than another. If this didn’t happen, 

conflicts would be less likely to break out because no one would start the problem.  
 

 During the Forum Theater presentation with the Hope Collaborative (with an audience 

of 9, mostly youth from Oakland), an African American female intervened during a 

scene. The scene involved two young people hating on another young man who was 

showing off his jewelry to pick up a lady. They were hating because they were jealous 

of what he had. In her intervention she persuades hater #1 to stop hating on the young 

man, because that could potentially lead to violence or other consequences. She 

suggests that instead, he/she focus on their own lives. This intervention was 

considered to be both realistic and successful by the audience. 
 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Schools should 

 Advertise non-haterism to people by setting up pamphlets and making it “cool” to not 

be a hater. 

 Have after school programs that are led by students, where they have seminars on 

haterism and potential actions to stop it. 

 
The City of Oakland should 

 Have workshops for youth in Oakland that encourages dialogue about what hating 

make other people think and act. 
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Youth Should 
 Step up and learn to look past a person’s appearance and focus more on how they are 

as a person. 

 Help each other stop potentially dangerous situations by telling people that they 

should not hate on others, but focus on themselves. Friends have the responsibility to 

each other to help prevent each other from getting into trouble. People should not be 

afraid, to help their friends out because a true friend will prefer to temporarily lose 

someone than, to permanently lose someone. 

 Raise awareness on how to not judge people based on their appearance by having 

workshops where the youth are taught to judge people by merit. 

 

 

 
FINDING #2 

Young women must first realize that they are being mentally, emotionally or 
physically abused and are in a sexist relationship in order to change it. They can 
then confront the situation directly to lead to a resolution. 
 

SUPPORTING DATA 
 

 During the Forum Theater presentation for Hope Collaborative with 9, mostly young 

people from Oakland, a woman attempted to intervene during the scene in which a 

young man and a young woman are arguing about the young man’s where-abouts at 

three o’clock in the morning. The young man was behaving in a very sexist manner 

and was making assumptions that she needed to make him breakfast. The intervener 

could see the sexism at play and successfully changed the young man’s demeanor by 

using a strength based approach, meeting him halfway and being honest. In the end 

they come up with a compromise to better both of their lives. 

 

 There were other interventions for this scene, but none of them addressed the sexism. 

They were mostly considered unsuccessful by the audience. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

The City of Oakland should: 
 Have programs where women receive help to leave their sexist husbands/boyfriends 

and receive help getting a job in order to be independent. 

 Have seminars where men and women learn to respect each other and treat each 

other equally by informing people how important each persons work is to a 

functioning relationship. 

 
Couples should: 

 Seek help if they feel that they are not being respected by their partner in the 

relationship. 

 Go to therapy if they are having trouble communicating with each other. 

 

Youth should: 
 Not get involved in a relationship if they feel that they are not ready for one. 

 Treat others how they want to be treated, regardless of gender. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FINDING #3 

Young people can be helpful in troubling situations that their friends are having at 
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home if they intervene at the right time.  
 

SUPPORTING DATA 
 

 Most people believe that violence starts at home, therefore they need people to 

support them there. When asked if violence starts at home, 43.5% of people answered 

yes that violence started at home and 44.9% said that it maybe starts at home.   

 

 During the Forum Theater Presentation at the East Side Arts Alliance with 18 people, 

which consisted of mostly young people from Oakland, an African American male 

intervened in the scene about a pregnant African American woman who bumped into 

her mother who she is no longer speaking to. The intervener brought up a friend that 

helped make the pregnant women talk to her mother, so that they could make up and 

be close and bury the hatchet. 

 

 Many people attempted to mend the relationships between the mother and daughter, 

but were mostly unsuccessful until a third party was brought in. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Parents should 
 Seek help if they are having trouble at home and are not being able to communicate 

with each other. 

 Educate their children in respect by treating them with respect. 

 Not release their anger out on their children. 

 Go to a therapist that they trust if they are overwhelmed with life’s daily problems. 

 Be more supportive and loving to their children (then they would not run away and do 

things that will negatively impact their lives). 

 

Young people should 
 Seek out people that are similar to them and that can help them get through a 

problem. 

 

 

 

FINDING #4 

Employers can help job seeking people by recommending them to programs that 
will help them find a job, if the one they want has been filled.  
 

Employers have a responsibility to the people who are going through a tough time with 

unemployment. A random person should feel comfortable knowing that when they go to a 

job interview, and do not get a job, that there are other opportunities waiting for them.  

 

SUPPORTING DATA 
 

 During the Forum Theater presentation at Hope Collaborative with 9 people that were 

mostly young people from Oakland, a female African American intervened during a 

scene. The scene was about a young man, Malcolm looking for a job as a bank teller. 

The job interviewer was white person who was racist towards Malcolm; without 

hesitation, she said the position was filled, when it had not been filled. She offered him 

a job as a janitor because she believed he is “good” for that position. The intervener 

gave Malcolm the janitorial job, but said that he needed to better his education, so she 

sent him to a program where they help people get an adequate education.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Employers and Businesses should 
 Have job interviewers that are well connected and are able to point people in the right 

direction if they did not get the job they want. 

 Hire people that are able to point job seekers in the right direction, if they are rejected 

from the job that they want. 

 Have pamphlets that inform people of programs that help them get jobs and increase 

their level of education. 
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 Should hire people based on merit, and not based on the color of their skin (if they do, 

this could lead to a potential law suit). 

 

Young people who want employment should 
 Actively seek employment with persistence. 

 Go to city sponsored events, where employers seek help from young people that 

recently graduated from college. 

 Go to college and get an education. 

 

 

 
FINDING #5 

Adults who want to intervene in the lives of young people to offer them support or 
advice can and should do so if they have a similar life story and can truly empathize 
with them. They can then use their similar life experiences as a tool to connect to 
youth in a good and positive way. 
 

 

SUPPORTING DATA 

 

 During the Forum Theater presentation at East Side Arts Alliance with 30, mostly 

young people from Oakland, an African American man intervened during a scene in 

which a struggling young black man (Malcolm) with a child on the way is trying to get 

a job despite racial discrimination by his possible future employer. In his intervention 

he takes the place of a nearby security guard who can relate to his struggles. The man 

connects with Malcolm by saying he felt his heart and sees a lot of potential, and 

explains how he was in a very similar situation with his own life when he was about to 

have his second child. After making a personal connection with Malcolm he gives him 

an opportunity to live longer and take care of his family: a program for men to become 

professional and give him connections to jobs, and also explains how he wants to 

support him along the way. The audience believed that this intervention was very 

effective, by first creating a connection then giving an extremely helpful opportunity 

to a young struggling man. It was also agreed to be a very realistic intervention that 

people could try in their own personal lives. 

 

 During the forum theater presentation at the Ella Baker Center with the Hope 

Collaborative, with 9 mostly young people from Oakland an Asian man attempted to 

intervene during the scene in which two young African American men are about to 

agree to sell drugs together. In his intervention, he asks the young men what they're 

doing on the block. He also asks them if they need legitimate jobs, and encourages 

them to come join his program. He explains that his program provides pathways to 

jobs for youth, and then he gives both of them a flyer. The actors and audience all 

agreed that this was not a realistic or successful intervention because, in reality, the 

young men in this situation would not trust or care about the intervener and what he's 

offering. The fact that the intervener doesn't know them or have a connection to them 

could even lead to a potential conflict. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Adults should 
 Utilize similar life experience to create a connection with youth when attempting to 

give advice, help or support in any way. 

 Attend a workshop where they learn how to use life experiences to connect with 

youth in a positive way. 
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FINDING #6 

Adults can help prevent violence if they intervene in the lives of young people 
they’re connected to when they see them participating in potentially dangerous 
behavior. 
 

SUPPORTING DATA 
 

 During the Forum Theater presentation at East Side Arts Alliance with 30, mostly 

young people from Oakland, an African American woman attempted to intervene 

during the scene in which two young men are about to agree to sell drugs together. In 

her intervention, she asks him where he got his chains, and where he got the money 

for his chains as well as asked if they need legit jobs. She reminded them she knows 

their parents and offered to take them somewhere to get some food. The intervener, 

actors and audience all agreed that this was a very successful, realistic intervention 

that people could try in their own lives. 

 

 When asked who people look up to, 68% of the responses referred to people they 

know (mom, dad, sibling, guardian, grandparent, mentor, community organizer) vs 

32% referring to people they don’t know (politicians, athletes, celebrities) which tells 

us that Most young people in Oakland look up to people they know. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Adults should 

 Provide resourceful resources to help young people. 

 Provide true similar life experiences to troubled youth. 

 

Employers should 

 Have mentors for their employees so they can know what workers are going through 

and how are they doing. 

 

Youth Can 
 Step up and take a risk in helping other youth who are in need and not just standing 

there watching something happen. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

SUMMARY 

Now-a-days, people  feel that youth are the cause of violence, but we feel if adult & youth and 

youth & youth communication had stronger communications it would help us build stronger 

roots in our community's to stop the violence that’s making our streets Scarred.  
 

Some of the root causes of violence in Oakland are unhealthy communication, and 

relationships from haterism, sexism, racism, adultism, and classism. These root causes can be 

(at least partially) addressed through education for adults about how to relate better with 

youth, including their own children, and education for youth about how to communicate 

better, have healthier more supportive relationships, and how to intervene in their friends 

lives. 

 

OUR ACTION 

After reviewing all of our recommendations and thinking strategically about what we could 

do, given our time, resources and skills, we decided to lead a workshop about healthy 

communication for other young people in Oakland, called “Say What’s Up” 

We also are making a film, an interactive video reporting on our findings. Stay tuned on the 

Ella Baker Center website for a link! 
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THANK YOU 

 

Community Partners 

Active Voice 

Boys and Men of Color Alliance 

Hope Collaborative 

Met-West High School 

Practicing Freedom 

PUEBLO 

Skyline High School 

Youth Alive 

Youth Together 

 

 

Funding Partners 

California Wellness Foundation 

Marguerite Casey Foundation 

Mitchell Kapor Foundation 

Open Society Institute 

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation 

The California Endowment 

Tides Foundation 

Unitarian Universalist Veatch Program at Shelter Rock 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


